FAQ
Hours:
TRAP/SKEET
Saturday-Sunday 10-4
Monday-Wednesday 4-8
Thursday-Friday CLOSED
RIFLE/PISTOL
Thursday-Monday 8-4
Tuesday-Wednesday CLOSED

Price:
TRAP/SKEET
$7 a round/game
RIFLE/PISTOL
$6 PER SHOOTER

What kind of ammo can be used?
Everything besides tracers and armor piercing ammunition.

What kind of firearms can I bring?
Everything that is California legal. You can go to CADOJ website to verify.

Do we provide hearing and eye protection?
At this point we are only selling eye and hearing protection for $1 each.

What kind of targets are allowed?
If you bring your own targets they cannot be any kind of human silhouette. This includes any kind of
zombies, robots etc. One target is included in the $6 range fee and you may purchase additional targets
on site for a $1.

Do we sell ammunition?
Only on the Trap/Skeet side. A box of 25 depending on the gauge runs about $8 give or take.

Do we have to fill out a waiver every time?
Waiver only needs to be filled out once

Are airsoft/air rifles allowed?
Yes

Are minors allowed?
Yes, but they always need to be accompanied by a parent or guardian. The minor and their guardian will
also need to fill out a waiver. Due to the noise level we recommend children be at least 6 years old.

Do you have food or water nearby?
Closest food/drink is 10 minutes away north bound on Bernal.

Can we shoot rifles on the pistol side?
Rifles that are chambered in pistol calibers or rimfire may be shot on the pistol side. All other must be
fired on the rifle side (50 and 100 yard)

Can we shoot shotguns at the rifle/pistol range?
Yes, slugs can be shot at any rifle station at 50 and 100 yards. Buck and bird shot has to be shot at our
designated shotgun stand at the far end of the 100 yard range.

Can we shoot steel?
Yes, but you must provide your own steel and hanging materials. Steel needs to be flat, must hang
freely so it can swing, and must weight less than 40 pounds (no old frying pans, cans, etc). If the
temperature is 90 degrees or higher we will suspend all steel shooting due to the potential for starting
fires.

Can we shoot lead?
Yes

Do you provide firearms and/or ammunition?
No, you must provide your own firearms and ammunition

How can I make a reservation?
Reservations can be made by calling (408) 355-2201 or going to https://gooutsideandplay.org then click
on the tab that says “Tickets and Day Passes”, once that page loads click on the rectangle that says
“Field Sports Park”

How do reservations work?
A reservation costs $6.00 per person for a two-hour period. Reservation periods are from 8am-10am,
10am-12pm, 12pm-2pm, and 2pm-4pm. You can have up to 5 people on one reservation, which means
they will all be on the same shooting lane.
Can I pattern my shotgun?
Yes, on the trap and skeet side we have a steel patterning board available for use. Once at the range get
with a Rangemaster to ask about using it. Keep in mind we only allow lead shot to be used on the
patterning board.

